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Homesickness, recollections and reunions. T: using the Interesting Items Visualisation Tool (IIVT) to explore topics and emotions in a corpus of female Irish emigrant correspondence
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This study uses corpus and computational methods to explore topics and emotions in a collection of nineteenth -century migrant correspondence. Specifically, it examines letters by two sisters, Annie and Julia Lough, who migrated from Ireland to America in the late 1870s and early 1880s. First, a close reading of the letters is carried out to identify topics and emotions in the discourse. Then, three topics are examined in detail (“Homesickness and Separation”, “Recollection” and “Reunion”), using the Interesting Items Visualisation Tool (IIVT) and Sketch Engine to identify local grammars – words, phrases and structures that are statistically more likely to occur in one topic over another. Our findings show that certain linguistic patterns emerge. For example, in the topic “Homesickness and Separation”, the material verbs CROSS, COME and GO are used when writing about the physicality of separation, while the mental verbs SEEM, LOOK, SEE and WISH are used when writing about psychological aspects of homesickness. Additionally, verbs to do with remembering, forgetting and dreaming (or not dreaming) are statistically significant in the topic “Recollection”. Although working with a very small dataset, our findings demonstrate how this type of analysis might complement more qualitative methods, providing insight into what female migrants wrote about and how, through language, they maintained relationships with family back home. 
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1. 	Introduction
 XE "emigrant letters:theoretical approaches" 
This study uses a mixed methods approach – combining traditional historical sciences methods with the digital humanities – to explore topics and emotions in the letters of two sisters (Annie and Julia Lough), who migrated from Ireland to America in the late 1870s and early 1880s. Specifically, this chaptere essay examines what the sisters wrote about (their thoughts, feelings and preoccupations) to see what this might reveal about the ways in which female Irish migrants negotiated Old World traditions and expectations (based on family loyalties and traditional Irish Catholic culture) with New World ways of life, which encouraged individualism and autonomy. 
 XE "emigrant letters:expression of emotion" First, a close, personal reading of the letters is carried out to identify topics and emotions in the discourse of the Lough letters. Then, three particular topics are examined: ‘‘Homesickness and separation’’ (any reference to feelings of nostalgia and loneliness as well as anxieties and fears about family and home), ‘‘Recollection’’ (instances where the author remembers specific events, routines, places or people from the past) and ‘‘Reunion’’ (where the author expresses the possibility of being united with their family either in this world or after death). The exploration is done via our novel Interesting Items Visualisation Tool XE "corpora:Interesting Items Visualisation Tool"  (IIVT), which uses the Log Likelihood Ratio to compare multiple collections simultaneously. The IIVT enables users to identify similarities and differences across collections of related items – in this case, a series of files each containing all instances of a particular topic, where the language has been annotated for both parts of speech and semantic domains. Through this process of comparing the linguistic features of different topics, it is possible to identify localthe grammars of local vernaculars – words, phrases and structures that are statistically more likely to occur in one topic over another. In so doing, it is hoped that this study will offer new insights into the study of the female migrant letter, whilst at the same time proposing a method of content analysis that could be applied across letter collections. 


2.	The Lough letters
 XE "corpora:the Lough letters" 
The Lough (pronounced Locke)​[1]​ family letters are from Professor Kerby Miller’s collection of  XE "emigrant letters: Irish migrant correspondence (Miller)" Irish migrant correspondence.​[2]​ Significantly, these letters are drawn from a much larger body of Irish migrant correspondence collected by Miller. He himself has explored this wider corpus in several pioneering works on Irish migration (see, for instance, Miller (1985) and Miller et al. (2003)) and his archive of over 5,000 letters has also been referred to by many scholars including Emmons (1990), Koos (2001), Bruce (2006), Corrigan (1992) and Noonan (2011). But the Lough family correspondence has attracted less attention. 
In the early 1950s, a few of the Lough letters were initially donated by Canice and Eilish O’Mahony of Dundalk, County Louth, to Arnold Schrier, then a graduate student at Northwestern University, later Professor Emeritus at the University of Cincinnati, who subsequently employed them, alongside other epistolary documents, in his 1958 book Ireland and the Irish Emigration, 1850-1900. In 1977-78 the rest of the Lough letters were donated to Miller by the O’Mahonys and by Edward Dunne and Kate Tynan of Portlaoise, County Laois. Both Miller and Schrier, who thereafter collaborated in researching Irish migration to America, made photocopies and transcriptions of these letters, and Miller returned the original manuscripts to their donors. It is this new material that Miller has offered the most detailed analysis of to date. In his 2008 study, Ireland and Irish America: Culture, Class, and Transatlantic Migration, Miller uses the Lough letters as part of a wider argument that ‘Irish emigration was based on family – not individual – decisions: [on] choices by Irish parents as to which of their children to send or allow to go abroad first; and choices by Irish Americans as to which of their siblings, cousins, or other relatives to encourage and assist to emigrate and join them’ (p. 307). 
	The six Lough sisters – Elizabeth, Alice, Annie, Julia, Mary and Maggie – came from a Roman Catholic family in Meelick, in what was then called Queen’s County (now County Laois), Ireland.​[3]​ The sisters were daughters of Elizabeth McDonald Lough and James Lough who lived on a small holding consisting of two fields, one of which, according to family legend, was sold to pay for the sisters’ passages. The Lough family were, according to Miller, not of the lowest class as both parents and daughters were able to write. Apart from Mary and Maggie, all the Lough sisters migrated to America between 1870 and 1884. The sisters who migrated were, in Miller’s words, four ‘very dutiful, hard-working, and pious Irish female immigrants, who came to America at a time when Irish women comprised a majority of the Irish immigration to the U.S’.​[4]​ The sisters remained very close both geographically and emotionally throughout their lives (the letters indicate that the sisters in America kept in touch via letters and the occasional visit to one another’s homes).
Elizabeth (sometimes referred to as Liz or Lizzie) Lough migrated in 1870 to Winsted, Litchfield County, Connecticut, where she worked mainly as a seamstress. She married Dan Walsh, who worked on a passenger train, and had five children (Tom, Alice, John William, Catherine Elizabeth and James). Elizabeth died in 1923, but mention of her in her sisters’ letters disappears after around 1912. Elizabeth was apparently the first sister to migrate. She originally went to live with her aunt and uncle (from her mother’s side) – George and Anne Burke – who preceded Elizabeth to America.
Alice Lough (sometimes referred to as Alisha or Alicia) migrated in the 1870s. Alice appears to have married before she migrated – Miller has a copy of her marriage certificate dated 27 May 1875. In America, her husband, Edward Elliott, was an employee in a shop or factory that made coffins. Alice and her husband lived in Winsted between 1870 and 1880 before then moving to Hampden County, Massachusetts in 1881 with several of their eventual seven children (Mary Elizabeth, Edward, James, William, John, Alice and Phillip). Alice died on 23 September 1922.
Annie (sometimes referred to as Nan or Nannie) Lough was the third sister to migrate, in 1878; she lived in Winsted all her life, where she appears to have worked as a servant for a while. Annie married John McMahon on 9 June 1886 – a labourer or factory worker – however, she bore no children. Annie died in Winsted in 1935; her husband died on 18 September 1936.
And finally, Julia Lough migrated in September 1884. After arriving in America, Julia lived with her sister Elizabeth and her brother-in-law Dan Walsh in Winsted between 1884 and 1894. In approximately 1895 she moved to Litchfield County, Connecticut, where she remained until at least 1927, the point when her letters stop. Julia was somewhat of a success story, working as a seamstress to begin with, then from the age of nineteen as an apprentice dressmaker, before becoming a professional dressmaker and opening up her own shop on Main Street, where she employed several members of staff. On 21 June 1897, at the age of twenty-five, Julia married a well-respected, Irish-born railroad engineer, Thomas McCarthy, with whom she had six children (although only one, Elise, is named in her letters). Julia died in Torrington, Litchfield County, Connecticut, on 22 February 1959; her husband died shortly after on 8 April 1959.
Mary Lough remained in Ireland with her mother and father. She married John Fitzpatrick and had four daughters. Besides Mary Lough, there seems to have been another Lough sister who remained in Ireland – Maggie. There is very limited information about Maggie in the Lough file and much of what is known is gleaned from the letters written by Annie and Julia to younger sister Mary. We do know, however, that her married name was Hickey and she appears to have worked in London as a servant for a while. 
There are 99 letters in the Lough collection. Of those 99 the majority were written by Annie (39) and Julia (35). This essay chapter will focus on these two larger collections, which, from hereon in, will be referred to as the ALC XE "corpora:the Lough letters:Annie Lough Collection"  (Annie Lough Collection) and the JLC  XE "corpora:the Lough letters:Julia Lough Collection"  (Julia Lough Collection)
Tables 1 and 2 show how frequently Annie and Julia wrote home and whom they wrote to. Focusing on Annie’s letters first of all, Table 1 shows that her earlier letters were addressed to her mother, the first of which was sent in around 1878 (although the letter itself is not dated) from Queenstown, County Cork, Ireland, just before Annie was about to set sail for America. Its very emotional content emphasises the drama of departure:

Dear Mother dont be uneasy about me nor dont be fretting for me I am all right now with the help of God…we will sail out in the morning at 8 that is sunday so I hope to get on well and dont be uneasy about me now it wont be long untill you will hear from me again… (ALC, 18 Jun n.d.).

After 1895 (around the time of her mother’s death), Annie starts writing to her sister, Mary, and the correspondence continues into the late 1920s. Annie writes to Mary regularly during this 30 to 35 year period, often sending letters at Easter and Christmas, or on the anniversary of a family member’s death. Annie’s letters are fairly evenly distributed and there are no major gaps in her correspondence. In the 1910s-20s Annie writes to her two nieces, Kate and Alice (Mary’s daughters), and her nephew, James (Maggie’s son). The content of these letters suggests that Annie maintained regular contact with her nieces and nephew; however, we do not have copies of these other letters. The ‘No.’ column gives the number of words for each letter. Annie tends to write longer letters than Julia with an average word count of 523 (versus 349 for Julia). Additionally Annie’s letters appear to be more variable in length than Julia’s (see Figure 1). Several of Annie’s letters are not dated but their content would suggest they were written from 1920 onwards. All but the first letter are sent from Winsted, Litchfield County, Connecticut, where Annie lived with her husband until her death. 
 
	Day	Month	Year	From (location)	Recipient	To (location)	No.
1	18	Jun	-	Queenstown	Mother	Meelick	356
2	03	Mar	1890	Winsted	Mother 	Meelick	480
3	29	Oct	1891	Winsted	Mother	Meelick	1055
4	15	Dec	1891	Winsted	Mother	Meelick	487
5	23	Mar	1892	Winsted	Mother	Meelick	1017
6	30	Mar	1893	Winsted	Mother	Meelick	971
7	-	Dec	-	Winsted	Mother	Meelick	208
8	-	-	-	Winsted	Mother	Meelick	645
9	17	Mar	1895	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	612
10	18	May	1899	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	541
11	16	Feb	1901	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	394
12	21	Sep	1901	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	441
13	10	Dec	1902	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	365
14	03	Apr	1906	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	431
15	20	Jun	1906	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	332
16	30	Nov	1906	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	302
17	12	Dec	1912	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	632
18	08	Dec	1913	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	514
19	11	Dec	1914	Winsted	Niece	Meelick	398
20	31	Apr	1918	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	664
21	06	May	1918	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	884
22	14	Jul	1918	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	863
23	14	Aug	1919	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	857
24	21	Mar	1920	Winsted	Niece	Ireland	469
25	21	Mar	1920	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	649
26	07	Dec	1919/1920	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	396
27	-	-	-	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	435
28	31	Mar	1924	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	538
29	29	Sep	1925	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	237
30	28	Mar	1928	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	206
31	18	Oct	1928	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	870
32	04	Nov	-	Winsted	Nephew	Ireland	513
33	-	-	-	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	261
34	-	-	-	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	400
35	-	-	-	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	489
36	-	-	-	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	476
39	-	-	-	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	207
38	-	-	-	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	307
39	01	Dec	1919	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	503

Table 1.  Annie Lough Collection
Figure 1.  Comparative charts showing length of letters in the Annie Lough Collection and Julia Lough Collection

Focusing on Julia’s correspondence, Table 2 shows that 23 of the 35 letters are addressed to Julia’s mother, while 12 are addressed to her sister, Mary. Most of Julia’s letters (33 out of 35) date from 1884 to 1895. Two later letters were sent to Mary between 1919 and 1927. Some of the letters are not dated, but their content has allowed them to be placed within an approximate timeframe. Most of the letters dated between 1884, when Julia first migrated, and 1894 were sent from Winsted in Connecticut. In around 1895 Julia relocates to Torrington, Connecticut. By this time, Julia’s mother had died, and the six letters sent from Torrington are addressed to Mary. 
Julia’s pattern of letter writing differs quite noticeably from Annie’s. Most of Annie’s letters (27 out of 39) are addressed to her sister, Mary, and are sent after their mother’s death. In contrast, most of Julia’s letters are addressed to her mother. After their mother’s death, Julia writes somewhat sporadically to Mary and there is a 24-year gap in Julia’s writing between letter 33 (sent in 1895) and letter 34 (sent in 1919-1920). In addition to managing her business these were Julia’s childbearing years, and it is quite possible that Julia may have been unable to muster a remittance during this critical period, which might explain the lack of communication. However, this is not to say that Julia did not write any letters home during this period; rather, there are no letters in Miller’s collection from this time. Similarly, it is almost certain that Annie would have written home between 1878 (when she first migrated) and 1890 (the earliest dated letter in the ALC); however, there are no letters from this period in the Lough file. 

	Day	Month	Year	From (location)	Recipient	To (location)	No.
1	27	Sep	1884	Queenstown	Mother	Meelick	40
2	-	-	1884	Ireland	Mother	Meelick	98
3	20	Dec	1884	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	519
4	-	-	1884-1894	Winsted	Mother	Meelick	190
5	-	Dec	1888	Winsted	Mother	Meelick	342
6	03	Nov	1889	Winsted	Mother	Meelick	444
7	02	Dec	1889	Winsted	Mother	Meelick	436
8	-	-	1889-1890	Winsted	Mother	Meelick	487
9	-	-	1889-1894	Winsted	Mother	Meelick	259
10	09	Mar	1890	Winsted	Mother	Meelick	463
11	10	Aug	1890	Winsted	Mother	Meelick	366
12	-	Dec	1890	Winsted	Mother	Meelick	350
13	18	Jan	1891	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	348
14	25	Jan	1891	Winsted	Mother	Meelick	351
15	30	Mar	1891	Winsted	Mother	Meelick	225
16	18	Oct	1891	Winsted	Mother	Meelick	317
17	14	Dec	1891	Winsted	Mother	Meelick	300
18	11	May	pre-1892	Winsted	Mother	Meelick	400
19	01	Sep	1892	Winsted	Mother	Meelick	396
20	-	-	1892-1893	Winsted	Mother	Meelick	321
21	21	Mar	1893	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	423
22	-	May	1893	Winsted	Mother	Meelick	305
23	-	Jul	1893	Winsted	Mother	Meelick	340
24	03	Sep	1893	Winsted	Mother	Meelick	356
25	10	Oct	1893	Winsted	Mother	Meelick	334
26	-	Dec	1893	Winsted	Mother	Meelick	451
27	25	Mar	1894	Torrington	Sister	Meelick	183
28	24	May	1893-1894	Torrington	Sister	Meelick	477
29	-	-	1889-1894	Torrington	Sister	Meelick	354
30	04	Jun	1894	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	736
31	-	Nov	1895	Winsted	Sister	Meelick	469
32	08	Jul	1895	Queenstown	Sister	Meelick	44
33	-	Aug	1895	Torrington	Sister	Meelick	416
34	17	Mar	1919-1920	Torrington	Sister	Meelick	331
35	09	Nov	1927	Torrington	Sister	Meelick	349

Table 2.  Julia Lough Collection


3. 	Methods

3.1 	Topic annotation
 XE "corpora:the Lough letters:topic annotation" 
We began by reading Julia’s and Annie’s letters – identifying sequences in the discourse that appear to be lexically related – to see what broad topics and/or emotions emerged. The topics were then annotated. The following section, for example, is about education and is marked with the opening tag <education> to show where this section begins and the closing tag </education> (with forward slash) to show where it ends, as follows:
 XE "corpora:the Lough letters:topic annotation:education" 
<education>I hope you keep them to school all you can when they grow bigger you can not send them very well I suppose there are not many of the nuns alive now that was there when I went to school we call them Sisters here I think we have 15 or more of them here they have a very nice convent they go to Mass with the school children and go see the sick we have two other schools besides publick schools that is for any one wishes to go there and there is a High school also</education> (ALC, 10 December 1902). 

In cases where the discourse could be interpreted in more than one way, two or more tags were assigned. This meant that a section could be said to be ‘about’ just one topic, or it could be said to be ‘about’ a number of topics. In the example above, where the text is annotated with the tags <education></education>, an alternative interpretation might be the topic ‘Ireland and America’ (used to describe all references to life in Ireland and/or America). In this situation, the annotation would be as follows:

<education><IrelandAmerica>I hope you keep them to school all you can when they grow bigger you can not send them very well I suppose there are not many of the nuns alive now that was there when I went to school we call them Sisters here I think we have 15 or more of them here they have a very nice convent they go to Mass with the school children and go see the sick we have two other schools besides publick schools that is for any one wishes to go there and there is a High school also</IrelandAmerica></education> (ALC, 10 December 1902).

Additionally, it is possible for one or more topics to be embedded within another main topic. In the example below, for instance, the main theme is work; however, within this section Annie makes a comment regarding attitudes towards work in Ireland versus America, so the tag <IrelandAmerica> has been embedded within <work> as follows:
 XE "corpora:the Lough letters:topic annotation:work" 
<work>is Maggie home yet or is she going to stay home all winter idle spending her money and weering out her nice clothes I think she is very foolish for her self she had ought to stay in a good place when she had one she wont get one like it for a while again I wonder she comes home to stay there now <IrelandAmerica>she ought to be working for herself and considering the wey things are at home now what she would do if she was here no one ever thinks of staying a week away from work unless they were sick or out of work</IrelandAmerica></work> (ALC, 15 December 1891).

Table 3 lists the topics and emotions that were identified in the ALC and JLC.​[5]​ The ‘Fr’ column shows how often the topics occurred across all letters and the ‘Av p/let’ column gives the average frequency of a topic per letter. Of course, it is possible that a topic may be mentioned several times in the same letter, or it may not be mentioned at all. Counting the number of times a topic occurs thus offers only one way into the letters. Counting the number of words attributed to each occurrence of a particular topic, on the other hand, arguably provides a more accurate reflection of the content of a letter, or a letter collection. The ‘Tok’ column, therefore, provides the raw word count for each topic while the ‘Av Tok’ column gives the average word count per hundred words.​[6]​
What is perhaps striking about Table 3 is how rarely topics like ‘Migration’ and ‘Transportation’ seem to crop up, even though these topics are precisely the ones many researchers on migrant letters have focused on. Instead, the far greater focus of both Annie’s and Julia’s letters is on ‘Family and friends’ (82 occurrences with an average token count of 39.94 in the ALC and 58 occurrences with an average token count of 34.81 in the JLC), as well as the subtle national comparisons identified under ‘Ireland and America’ (59 occurrences with an average token count of 22.14 in the ALC and 66 occurrences with an average token count of 18.57 in the JLC). Other topics, meanwhile, feature heavily because they provide a recurring structure to the letters, reflecting the rituals and demands of letter-writing itself. For instance, the topics ‘Future letters’ (any reference to letters that are about to be written or sent) and ‘Previous letters’ (any reference to letters already sent or received) are a significant part of Annie’s and Julia’s correspondence (and, arguably, migrant correspondence more generally), with average token counts of 7.74 and 8.24 in the ALC and 5.25 and 9.71 in the JLC. These topics often take up large sections of the discourse and potentially provide useful insights into letter writing networks and the flow of correspondence over time. Annie, in particular, frequently tells Mary about letters she can expect to receive (or not, in some cases) from her sisters in America.
While the ALC and JLC share many of the same topics – both sisters talk about family and friends, health and illness and the weather, for instance – there are some differences. Unlike Julia’s correspondence, Annie’s letters contain much more emotional content as evidenced by the categories ‘Empathy’ (14 occurrences) and ‘Reassurance’ (5 occurrences). For example, Annie expresses empathy when consoling Mary on the death of her husband, John: ‘I never thought I would feel so bad for anyone I never seen but your trouble is mine also and I am very anxious about you’ (ALC, 31 April 1918), and she seeks to reassure her mother that she and her sisters in America are happy and hold no resentments about being ‘sent’ to America: ‘Dear Mother you need not ever be afraid when we all meet and talk about home that we will ever say you were the cause of Sending us away from you’ (ALC, 29 October 1891). In contrast, Julia’s letters are less emotive and much more descriptive, often relaying information about daily life (8 occurrences of ‘Daily life’ in the JLC versus no occurrences in the ALC): ‘I have been so busy getting the Sewing done before house cleaning dresses night-gowns bloomers corset-covers slip I thought I would get this done before dinner. I have leg lamb, spenach onions prune pie graham muffens, Coffee Elsie always drinks milk’ (JLC, 17 March 1919-1920), or describing religious practices, activities and routines (48 occurrences of ‘Religion’ in the JLC versus just 17 in the ALC): ‘This is a Holy day here Assension Day. Thos. went to half past five mas and I went to seven and received Holy Communion we have many devotions here three evenings a week I have not missed any so far’ (JLC, 24 May 1893-1894).

ALC topics	Fr	Av p/let	Tok	Av Tok	JLC topics	Fr	Av p/let	Tok	Av Tok
Childbirth	1	0.02	92 	0.45	Daily life	8 	0.23	320 	2.62
Death	18	0.46	1712 	8.39	Death	9 	0.26	691 	5.65
Education	6	0.15	255 	1.25	Education	2 	0.06	53 	0.43
Empathy	14	0.36	1085 	5.32	Enclosure	17 	0.49	699 	5.72
Enclosure	49	1.26	1354 	0.24	Family & friends	58 	1.66	4255 	34.81
Family & friends	82	2.10	8149 	39.94	Future letters	41 	1.17	642 	5.25
Future letters	86	2.21	1580 	7.74	Health & illness	24 	0.69	563 	4.61
Health & illness	25	0.64	1197 	5.87	Homesickness & separation	28 	0.8	737 	6.03
Homesick & separation	7	0.18	230 	1.13	Identity	6 	0.17	234 	1.91
Identity	1	0.03	9 	0.04	Ireland & America	66 	1.89	2269 	18.57
Ireland & America	59	1.51	4517 	22.14	Migration	1 	0.03	136 	1.11
Marriage	6	0.15	274 	1.34	News event	10 	0.29	476 	3.90
Migration	7	0.18	453 	2.22	Previous letters	49 	1.4	1186 	9.71
News event	12	0.31	800 	3.92	Recollections	31 	0.89	978 	8.00
Postal system	4	0.10	129 	0.63	Religion	48 	1.37	1854 	15.17
Previous letters	71	1.82	1681 	8.24	Remittance	16 	0.46	539 	4.41
Reassurance	5	0.13	231 	1.13	Reunion	10 	0.29	213 	1.74
Recollection	39	1	1274 	6.24	Transport-ation	1 	0.03	60 	0.49
Religion	17	0.44	961 	4.71	Weather & seasons	31 	0.89	774 	6.33
Remittance	15	0.38	438 	2.15	Work	23 	0.66	885	7.24
Reunion	6	0.15	152 	0.75					
Transport-ation	1	0.03	69 	0.34					
Weather & seasons	15	0.38	616 	3.02					
Work	27	0.69	823 	4.03					
World War I	4	0.10	396 	1.94					

 XE "emigrant letters:expression of emotion" Table 3.  Topics and emotions in the ALC and JLC, listed alphabetically

Figure 2 compares the topic frequencies versus their word counts, for both the ALC and the JLC. Annie’s letters show two outliers, both instances where the topic occurs very frequently. In the upper right, we see that ‘Family and friends’ is a very frequent topic, but with an unusually high word count. In the lower right we see that ‘Future letters’ is also a very frequent topic, but it has a somewhat lower than expected word count. In general, however, Figure 2 suggests that the more frequent topics should have higher word counts, following the general trends on the left side of the chart. 



Figure 2.  Topic frequencies versus their word counts 

Once all 35 letters had been annotated for topics and emotions it was possible to write a program to automatically extract all instances of a particular topic to look more closely at the language using the IIVT. This essay chapter focuses on three topics in particular, namely: ‘Homesickness and separation’, ‘Recollection’ and ‘Reunion’. These topics were chosen as they are particularly pertinent to the migrant experience, potentially revealing insights into the emotional and psychological upheaval of migration.


3.2	Interesting items analysis

The interesting items visualisation tool (IIVT) was initially developed to provide a quick and easy way to do mass comparison of items across collections to discover which items are “interesting”, in the sense of which items are used significantly differently in one or more subcollections. Our approach follows up on suggestions by Rayson and Garside (2000), who use the Log Likelihood Ratio to determine which items are used more (or less) frequently in a subcorpus than in the corpus as a whole.​[7]​ They also mention the possibility of comparing different collections directly, not just a subcorpus and a corpus, as well as the possibility of comparing token annotations such as part of speech.
In addition to those applications of the basic approach suggested by Rayson and Garside, we make some additional extensions. One extension is to allow for the analysis of sequences of items (e.g. token n-grams, or part of speech n-grams). More significantly, we allow for multiple simultaneous comparison, both of items (sequences) and of collections. In particular, IIVT compares each subcollection to all of the other subcollections collectively, and analyses each item (sequence). In our case, we analyse each topic compared to all the others combined. The results are visualised in an interactive table which indicates the significance (p-value) and which allows for filtering by frequency and effect size, as well as sorting by both of those for any of the collections.
Figure 3 shows an excerpt of the analysis by topics of the tokens in Annie Lough’s letters. The results have been sorted by the p-values of the tokens in the  XE "emigrant letters:expression of emotion:recollection"  “recollection” topic (the column with the arrow). The shaded cells indicate significance – the taller the shading the more significant the result. In this case, the top 5 tokens, used, remember, often, very, and think, all have p-values of less than 0.0001. The numbers in the cells are the biased odds ratio, which is approximately how many times more (or less) the item is used in one collection than the others. Thus, remember is used about 11 times more often in the “recollection” topic than in all the topics combined, while very is used only about one-tenth as often. The second column from the left shows the raw frequencies, e.g. with very being used 346 times.



Figure 3.  Interesting tokens in the ALC

Rayson provides a nice online discussion of the Log Likelihood Ratio,​[8]​ as well as discussion of various effect sizes, and both an online tool and a downloadable spreadsheet to make the various calculations.​[9]​ For effect size, IIVT provides both the Bayes Factor (Wilson 2013) and Biased Odds Ratio, though in practice we tend to use the Biased Odds Ratio since it is more easily interpretable. One important advantage of the IIVT tool is its mass comparison: rather than entering the figures for individual items, all the calculations are done automatically.
	For the analyses using semantic and PoS information we have analyzed the texts using the online version of the UCREL Semantic Analysis System (USAS).​[10]​ The complex semantic tags of USAS were split into their components of base, intensity, and multi-word-expression. Only the base component is used in the analyses.​[11]​


4. 	Findings

4.1 	Semantic domains

We started by looking at semantic domains, examining which domains are statistically more likely to occur in which topics. To do this we compared semantic domains across all 25 topics in the ALC. We then repeated this process for all 20 topics in the JLC. To calculate significance, we used a biased odds ratio threshold of 6 and required a minimum of 8 occurrences total of the tag across the topics. Tables 4 and 5, below, show the results for ‘Homesickness and separation’, ‘Recollection’ and  XE "emigrant letters:expression of emotion:reunion"  ‘Reunion’ in the ALC (Table 4) and the JLC (Table 5). The ‘Fr’ columns give the number of times the tag occurs in the topic, and the ‘BOR’ columns give the biased odds ratio, as discussed above.​[12]​ For example, M1 is used approximately 6.43 times more often in ‘Homesickness and separation’ as it is in all the other topics combined in the ALC (see Table 4).

 
Homesick / separation	Fr	BOR	Recollection	Fr	BOR	Reunion	Fr	BOR
M1 (moving, coming and going)left, come, went, off, in, get, crossed, cross, go	13	6.43x	F4 (farming & horticulture)planting, pasture, field	5	7.86x	T1.2 (time: momentary)some time	6	19.80x
X4.1 (mental object: conceptual object)thoughts	2	23.38x	H2 (parts of buildings) bed, room, window, wall	6	6.01x	S5 (groups and affiliation)together, united	3	30.94x
A13.4 (degree: approximators) near to	2	10.11x	X4.1 (mental objects: conceptual object) view, dream	3	6.11x	S9/Q2.2 (religion and the supernatural / speech acts) pray, praying	2	22.93x
						N3.3 (measurement: distance) far away	2	18.10x
						S3.1 (personal relationship: general)meet	2	12.42x
						I1.2 (money: debts)spend	2	11.09x
						T1/Z6 (time / negative)never	2	8.66x
						S9 (religion and the supernatural) heaven, gods	2	7.99x

Table 4.  Significant (p < 0.05) semantic domains in the ALC

Homesick / separation	Fr	BOR	Recollection	Fr	BOR	Reunion	Fr	BOR
A8 (seem)seem, seems, seemed, looked, looks	5	7.21x	T1.1.1 (time: past)last year, used to, years ago, last time, the other night, last evening, 	45	7.78x	X3.4 (sensory: sight)see, saw, noticed, behold	7	8.35x
X6 (deciding) make up my mind	4	7.92x	X8 (trying)try, trying	7	6.04x	T1.2 (time: momentary)some time	4	11.65x
						Z7 (if)if	4	10.21x
						M1/N6 (moving, coming and going; frequency)come back	2	26.82x
						A13.7 (degree: minimizers)at least	2	14.70x
						S5 (groups and affiliation)together	2	13.81x
						S3.1 (personal relationship: general)meet	2	9.69x
						T1.1 (time: general)ever	2	7.27x

Table 5.  Significant (p < 0.05) semantic domains in the JLC

Tables 4 and 5 suggest some differences in the way in which Annie and Julia  XE "emigrant letters:expression of emotion:homesickness" express feelings of homesickness and separation. Annie, for example, appears to conceptualise homesickness in terms of physical distance. The semantic domain ‘M1’ (moving, coming and going), for instance, contains the lemmas COME, GO and CROSS. A closer look at these words in context (see Figure 4) shows that they are often used to express an unrealisable desire to return home. In concordance lines (1) and (2), Annie refers to the Atlantic Ocean which separates her from family in Ireland, and in concordance lines (3) and (4) the modal verbs would and could precede the verbs go and come, emphasising Annie’s desire, but at the same time her inability, to reach and comfort her sister (as in, if I could come and comfort you, I would…but I can’t).

1.	Ocean has not to be crossed a good many thinks one in a life time for me is enough to cross it over Dear Mother you did not say if your cough was bad this winter
2.	that a train could take one I would go to see her and you but the Atlantic is a big river to cross remember me to Maggie when you write Two cousins of Johns went
3.	she was very good long ago to write if it was any where that a train could take one I would go to see her and you but the Atlantic is a big river to cross remember me
4.	winter and spring and how often I wished I could be some where near you where I could come and comfort you but you had many Kind friends to sympathise with you.

Figure 4.  Example concordance lines from the ALC (semantic domain M1)

Julia, in contrast, appears to express feelings of homesickness in temporal terms (see Figure 5). The semantic domain ‘A8’ (seem), contains the lemmas SEEM and LOOK: The verb seem is typically used to express the perceived passing of time since Julia and her family in Ireland last communicated – ‘it seems a very long  time since I wrote’ (5); ‘it seems so long since I heard’ (6 and 7) – while in concordance line (8), looking at her mother’s picture triggers feelings of homesickness. For Julia, then, homesickness is often realised through mental process of cognition and perception.
 XE "emigrant letters:expression of emotion:experience of time" 
5.	ones good bye Sister Winsted Conn March 21, 1893 My very Dear Sister Mary It seems a very long time Since I wrote to you I assure you I ment to long before 
6.	most passed away and I hope God will give us grace to begin the New Year good It seems so long since I heard from you Dearest Mother I hope your cough is
7.	Thank God We have some very hot days here There has not been very much rain. It seemed so long since I heard from home I was getting uneasy It was yesterday
8.	time I saw you Dear Mother was there so you do not know how much I felt when I looked upon your face again if only in a picture it is a very poor picture and I

Figure 5.  Example concordance lines from the JLC (semantic domain A8)

There are also differences in how Annie and Julia recollect people, places or events from the past (see Figure 6). The semantic categories ‘F4’ (farming and horticulture) and ‘H2’ (parts of buildings) in the ALC suggest that Annie tends to remember specific activities (planting (9 and 10)) and places (Fitzs field (11), pasture (12), our window (13)). Additionally, the semantic domain ‘X4.1’ (mental objects; conceptual objects) suggests that Annie’s memories are often triggered by dreams (or her lack of dreams) – see concordance lines 14-16: 
 XE "emigrant letters:expression of emotion:objects and activities" 
9.	in the ground yet and the snow drifts is not all gone yet I suppose you have all the planting done at home before this time the people here never thinks of
10.	all the planting done at home before this time the people here never thinks of planting untill about the time Charley Conroy used to, My Aunt and all
11.	to his field and got some heads of wheat and sat down in the corner of Fitzs field next his but the enemy came unaware on us Kate could run
12.	liked him I remember when he was taking and bringing home the cows from pasture how he used to sing and whistle I am glad Peter is building a
13.	a nice home there and did they remove the old house from where it was by our window Dear sister you will think I write at random some times but
14.	nice flowers summer and winter but I could not grow the wall flowers here I often dream of been around the house and I always see nice flowers there
15.	day when you write let me know how they are all at Deevys I had them all in my dream last week it is sad about Maggie if she is taken away from her
16.	I hope them to be here we would not expect to have her all the time I have never dreamed of her since she died and not but I think of her often enough and

Figure 6.  Example concordance lines from the ALC (semantic domains F4, H2 and X4.1)

In contrast, the semantic domain ‘T1.1.1’ (time: past) in the JLC suggests that Julia focuses more on when the act of remembering took place (last evening (17 and 21)) or when the memory itself took place (last year (18), last time (19), years ago (20)). The semantic domain ‘X8’ (trying) also indicates a sense of wanting to remember, or to put it another way, a fear of forgetting – see concordance lines 22 and 23 in Figure 7. 

17.	older now and that makes a great change we will hope for the better it was only last evening Liz and I was talking she says she always considered me different
18.	end a happy xmas I suppose you will be getting good xmas presents the same as last year I am sorry I cannot send you something now I want you to tell me every
19.	hearty cry you reminded me of a great many things pleasant and say and the last time I saw you Dear Mother was there so you do not know how much I felt
20.	Sunday I hope when you go to town you go down to the chapel as you used to do years ago and pray and Spend an hour with out Lord and remember us all there
21.	Sunday with Annie too (sic) weeks ago and had a pleasant time I asked Thos last evening when spring began in Ireland he said first of Feb you see how little I know
22.	our altar in May as you did in days of yore and read your May devotions I was just trying to remember the other night those prayers we used to say Behold I
23.	Dear Mother gone you do not know how different a feeling it is to be away and try to realize what happened I have thought of Mother very much all

Figure 7.  Example concordance lines from the JLC (semantic domains T1.1.1 and X8)

Unlike ‘Homesickness and separation’ and ‘Recollection’, with the topic ‘Reunion’ there are more similarities in the way in which the two sisters express the possibility of one day being united with their family in Ireland. The semantic domains ‘S5’ (groups and affiliation), ‘S3.1’ (personal relationship: general) and ‘T1.2’ (time: momentary) appear in both the ALC and the JLC. Interestingly, although Julia’s letters generally contain more religious references than Annie’s (48 occurrences in the JLC versus 17 in the ALC), this is one context in which Annie does make significant reference to ‘heaven’ and ‘God’ (see Figure 8, concordance lines 24 and 25). The semantic domain ‘S9’ (religion and the supernatural) is 7.99 times more likely to occur in the topic ‘Reunion’ than in all other topics combined in the ALC. However, while Annie tends to refer to the possibility of a heavenly reunion, Julia often speaks of the possibility of one day returning to Ireland (see concordance lines 26-28). The semantic domain ‘X3.4’ (sensory: sight), in the JLC, contains several mental verbs of cognition: SEE, NOTICE and BEHOLD. Looking at these verbs in context we see that Julia often speaks of the possibility of a physical, “real world” reunion, something which appears to cause some tension within the family: In a letter to her mother, Annie writes: ‘you asked me if I thought Julie would ever go home I dont think she ever will nor she ought not tell you so’ (ALC, n.d.). However, it appears that Julia does manage at least one trip back to Ireland as she writes a letter on 8 July 1895 from Queenstown, County Cork – 11 years after she first migrated to America.

24.	away a year enjoying God with her Father and all friends gone before all happy in Heaven we will all I hope be united there some time we kno not when you must
25.	Heaven and praying for you all that is where we all expect to meet sometime with Gods help I hope you and Kate will be very comfortable for the winter and I
26.	get mad but I am just the same you will find no change in me Mother when you see me again I hope we will spent a happy time together yet perhaps sooner
27.	before Xmas and I will write to you again before Xmas With the help of god. I will see you again and I will not go all dressed in white. I am sure you would be
28.	have to buy her that yard of red ribbon she used to promise me. I would love to see. I hope to have that great pleasure some time in the future Well I
29.	I am sure you would be happy to see me but I think I would hate to come back you let me every thing when you write good by and be sure

Figure 8: Example concordance lines from the ALC (semantic domain S9) and the JLC (semantic domain X3.4)


4.2	Words
 XE "corpora:the Lough letters:word frequencies" 
Next we used exactly the same procedure but this time looking at words (specifically, 1, 2 and 3 word grams). Tables 6 and 7 give the results for the ALC and JLC respectively. As in the tables with semantic tags, the ‘Fr’ (frequency across all letters) columns give the number of times the tag occurs in the topic, and the ‘BOR’ (biased odds ratio) columns give the biased odds ratio.​[13]​

Home / separation	Fr	BOR	Recollection	Fr	BOR	Reunion	Fr	BOR
1-gram			1-gram			1-gram		
cross	2	45.21x	flowers	4	16.32x	spend	2	79.41x
ones	2	20.54x	used	11	11.59x	together	2	60.72x
near	2	10.43x	remember	12	11.18x	meet	2	60.72x
went	2	10.11x	town	4	8.48x	sometime	1	41.02x
over	2	9.03x	came	5	7.86x	Heaven	1	41.02x
many	4	8.59x	cut	2	7.85x	perhaps	2	32.29x
could	4	8.48x	often	22	7.72x	happy	3	21.70x
where	3	8.28x	times	6	7.13x	yet	3	17.10x
come	3	8.00x	2-gram			might	2	16.91x
2-gram			remember the	4	23.57x	never	2	8.38x
but they	1	27.10x	I remember	7	20.84x	that	6	7.27x
near to	1	27.10x	long ago	7	16.87x	2-grams		
a while	1	27.10x	often think	7	16.87x	I might	2	79.86x
all over	1	27.10x	we used	4	16.32x	all that	2	49.43x
if it	1	27.10x	used to	11	13.29x	will all	2	49.43x
could be	1	27.10x	I often	14	12.08x	in Heaven	1	41.25x
you but	2	15.82x	do you	6	11.36x	that we	1	36.40x
, but	2	14.47x	times we	4	11.16x	see her	2	35.79x
I could	2	12.83x	think of	9	9.99x	all I	1	32.56x
for a	2	10.79x	are so	2	9.05x	well as	1	29.46x
I would	2	9.58x	you often	2	9.05x	Annie is	1	29.46x
to be	2	8.00x	the times	4	8.48x	that is	2	20.34x
3-gram			there when	2	7.84x	some time	2	16.47x
I wish you	1	27.20x	was married	2	7.84x	3-grams		
to see her	1	27.20x	the house	2	7.84x	to see her	1	41.49x
I would like	1	27.20x	how many	2	7.84x	I would like	1	41.49x
if it was	1	27.20x	was always	2	7.84x	as well as	1	36.61x
will write to	1	27.20x	we always	2	7.84x	hope you will	2	9.39x
			so often	2	7.84x			
			3-grams					
			often think of	6	18.05x			
			we used to	4	16.31x			
			the times we	3	14.98x			
			I often think	6	14.61x			
			used to be	3	12.68x			
			when I was	3	10.99x			
			it would be	2	7.84x			
			one of the	2	7.84x			
			to be sure	2	7.84x			

Table 6.  Significant (p < 0.05) 1, 2 and 3 token n-grams in the ALC 

Home / separation	Fr	BOR	Recollection	Fr	BOR	Reunion	Fr	BOR
1-gram			1-gram			1-gram		
lonesome	5	14.80x	used	16	19.11x	together	2	30.39x
see	4	9.99x	forget	4	15.45x	once	2	30.39x
wish	4	9.99x	remember	10	14.77x	again	6	14.89x
heard	2	9.80x	yours	3	10.16x	if	4	11.99x
near	3	9.40x	May	5	8.32x	see	7	10.50x
spend	2	8.49x	pray	3	6.29x	Julia	2	9.30x
since	3	6.61x	try	3	6.29x	some	4	8.70x
year	5	6.54x	2-grams		0.09x	happy	4	8.70x
2-grams			I remember	7	21.86x	yet	2	7.72x
am always	3	16.23x	used to	15	17.93x	ever	2	7.72x
I wish	4	12.10x	you go	3	12.01x	would	5	6.37x
of you	3	11.90x	Sunday I	3	10.16x	2-grams		
I thought	2	9.80x	great many	3	7.77x	hope to	2	35.19x
not know	2	9.80x	3-grams			you would	2	35.19x
so long	2	9.80x	a great many	3	7.77x	if you	2	30.50x
the year	2	9.80x				see her	2	30.50x
xmas I	2	9.80x				a happy	2	24.08x
know how	2	9.80x				again.	2	24.08x
be sure	2	9.80x				to see	4	13.18x
so I	3	9.40x				I will	3	11.69x
very happy	4	9.19x				love to	2	8.96x
since I	2	8.49x				and I	4	6.63x
Mother I	4	7.92x				I hope	6	6.06x
I could	3	7.14x				3-grams		
for me	3	7.14x				I hope to	2	35.32x
when I	4	6.21x				to see her	2	30.61x
3-grams						. I hope	2	3.39.x
I am always	3	16.42x						
Dear Mother I	3	9.40x						

Table 7.  Significant (p < 0.05) 1, 2 and 3 token grams in the JLC 

Some of the earlier findings appear to be supported when we look at statistically significant words in the ALC and JLC. For example, the word cross is especially significant in ‘Homesickness and separation’ in the ALC, occurring 45.21 times more in this topic when compared with all other topics combined. The most significant word for ‘Homesickness and separation’ in the JLC is lonesome occurring 14.80 times more here than in all other topics, see concordance lines 30-32, Figure 9:
 XE "emigrant letters:expression of emotion:separation" 
30.	be sure I am thinking of you although the sea [rools?] between us I am always lonesome for you but more at xmas than any other time. I am sure John and
31.	let them want. I hope you will have a very happy xmas Dear Mother I do always lonesome for you but more at xmas than any other time. I am sure John and
32.	child Julia The leaves are falling very fast today looks like winter makes me lonesome Winsted May 11th My Dear Mother I think it it time for me to answer your

Figure 9.  Example concordance lines for lonesome in the JLC

As with our previous observations, it would seem that while Annie describes homesickness in terms of physical separation, Julia describes it more in psychological terms. There are, however, some similarities. The adverb near, for instance, is statistically significant for both Annie (10.43x) and Julia (9.40x), as is the verb wish (although, overall, this verb tends to be used more by Julia). Looking at the concordance lines in Figure 10, we see that these words tend to be used within the same context, as in ‘I wish I was near her’ (33), ‘I wish you was near’ (34 and 35) and ‘I wished I could be some where near’ (36).

33.	little girls It does not make so much difference about the pettycoats. I wish I was near her so I could make all those things for her hope John does not work
34.	too. Thomas does not want to have but I take pleasure in sewing. I wish you was near so I could help you you used always be so good to me wasent I bold
35.	to the bakers here. Three or four loves (sic) every week Oh how I wish you was near I made cake and pies puddings biscuits jellies we do have every thing a
36.	you were all winter and spring and how often I wished I could be some where near you where I could come and comfort you but you had many Kind friends

Figure 10.  Example concordance lines for wish + near in the JLC and ALC

The topics ‘Recollection’ and ‘Reunion’ in the ALC and JLC share many of the same features. Looking at ‘Recollection’ first of all, the verbs used and remember are significant in both the ALC (11.59x / 11.18x) and the JLC (19.11x / 14.77x). The adverb often is also statistically significant in the ALC. A closer look at the concordance lines shows that Annie typically uses this adverb to emphasise how frequently she remembers: ‘I often think of…it / the times we / her’ (concordance lines 37-39, Figure 11).

37.	them I hope Annie does not be out late coming from town on that lonesome road I often think of it Julie and family are all very well she has been pretty good
38.	I was very sorry to hear of James death and sorry always for all their trouble I often think of the times we used to have long ago there when they were all
39.	could not live it through how bad Meggin must have felt about it give her my love I often think of her, there is only one of the Walsh family in the home now that

Figure 11.  Example concordance lines for often in the ALC

There are also similarities in terms of how the sisters express a possible reunion – whether that is a physical reunion in Ireland or a heavenly reunion after death. These tend to be short, somewhat formulaic statements, helping to reassure the recipient that they are missed, as in ‘when you see me again I hope we will spent a happy time together yet perhaps sooner than you thing [sic passim] I know you would grow young again’ (JLC, n.d. December 1888) and ‘wishes you long life and happnis [sic passim] in this world and that we may all meet in the next and be happy together’ (ALC, n.d.). Indeed, the adverb together is significant for both sisters (60.72x in the ALC and 30.39x in the JLC), as is the adjective happy (21.70x in the ALC and 8.70x in the JLC). The adverb yet is also significant (17.10x in the ALC and 7.72x in the JLC), and while 2-grams containing the verb hope are significant in the JLC (I hope 6.06x and hope to 35.19), the 3-gram hope you will (9.39x) is significant in the ALC. In summary, a combination of the words together, happy, yet and hope, occurring within close proximity to one another, are likely to indicate the topic ‘Reunion’.


4.3	Part of speech
 XE "corpora:the Lough letters:parts of speech" 
Finally, the same process was carried to examine parts of speech. As with before, to calculate significance, we used a biased odds ratio threshold of 6 and required a minimum of 8 occurrences of the tag across the topics. Tables 8 and 9 give POS 3-grams for the ALC (Table 8) and JLC (Table 9). Only those sequences which scored 10x or above are included in the tables. 

Homesick / Separation	Fr	BOR	Recollection	Fr	BOR	Reunion	Fr	BOR
VM VVI TO(modal auxiliary + infinitive + ‘to’)would like to, would go to	2	11.19x	PPIS1 RR VV0(1st person pronoun ‘I’ + general adverb + base form verb)I often think, I always see	7	12.21x	PPIS2 VM DB(1st person pronoun ‘we’ + modal auxiliary + pre-determiner)we will all, we may all	2	61.42x
DA2 JJ NN2(plural determiner + adjective + plural common noun)many dear ones	1	27.20x	RR VV0 IO(general adverb + base form verb + ‘of’)often think of	5	12.35x	VM DB VVI(modal auxiliary + pre-determiner + infinitive)will all spend, may all meet	2	49.27x
PPHS1 VBDZ RG(1st person pronoun ‘I’ + ‘was’ + degree adverb)she was very	1	27.20x	VD0 PPY VVI(‘do’ + 2nd person pronoun ‘you’ + infinitive)do you remember, do you cut, do you go	4	19.28x	DD NNT1 RR(determiner + temporal noun + general adverb)some time yet	2	45.39x
DD IO PPHO2(determiner + ‘of’ + 3rd person pronoun ‘them’)some of them	1	27.20x	VMK TO VVI(modal ‘ought/used’ + ‘to’ + infinitive)used to cough, used to start, used to sing, used to like, used to watch	5	11.28x	VM RR VBI(modal auxiliary + general adverb + ‘be’)can never be	1	41.49x
VVN AT1 JJ(past participle + singular article + adjective)crossed a good	1	27.20x	PPIS2 VMK TO(1st person pronoun ‘we’ + modal ‘ought/used’ + ‘to’)we used to	4	16.31	VM VVI DD(modal auxiliary + infinitive + determiner)would see any	1	41.49x
VM VVI DD(modal auxiliary + infinitive + determiner)could see some	1	27.20x	PPIS1 VVD RL(1st person pronoun ‘I’ + past tense verb + locative adverb)I came home, I came here, I left home, I came away	4	14.14x	VVI II AT(infinitive + preposition + article)meet in the	1	41.49x
PPH1 VBDZ JJ(3rd person pronoun ‘it’ + ‘was’ + adjective)it was terrible	1	27.20x	AT NNT2 PPIS2(article + temporal noun + 1st person pronoun ‘we’)the times we	3	14.98x	II AT MD(preposition + article + ordinal number)in the next	1	41.49x
CCB PPIS1 VVD(co-ordinating conjunction ‘but’ + 1st person pronoun ‘I’ + past tense verb)but I went	1	27.20x				PPIS2 DB VV0(1st person pronoun ‘we’ + pre-determiner + base form verb)we all expect	1	36.61x
						DD1 NNT1 CC(singular determiner + temporal noun + coordinating conjunction)that day and	1	36.61x
						DD IO APPGE(determiner + ‘of’ + possessive pronoun)any of your	1	36.61x
						RR PPIS1 VM(general adverb + 1st person pronoun ‘I’ + modal auxiliary)perhaps I might	1	36.61x
						CC VVG IF(coordinating conjunction + ‘-ing’ participle + ‘for’)and praying for	1	32.75x
						VM VVI PPHO1(modal auxiliary + infinitive + 3rd person pronoun ‘him/her’)might see her	1	29.63x
						APPGE NN2 CC(possessive pronoun + plural common noun + coordinating conjunction)your children and	1	29.63x
						NN1 CC VVG(singular common noun + coordinating conjunction + ‘-ing’ participle)heaven and praying	1	27.05x
						IW APPGE NN1(‘with/without’ + possessive pronoun + singular common noun)with her father	1	27.05x

Table 8.  Significant (p < 0.05) 3 POS grams in the ALC

Homesick / Separation	Fr	BOR	Recollection	Fr	BOR	Reunion	Fr	BOR
CC PPIS1 VVD (coordinating conjunction + 1st person pronoun ‘I’ + past tense verb)if I thought, since I heard, till I realized	4	13.52x	VMK TO VVI (modal ‘ought/used’ + ‘to’ + infinitive)used to promise, used to give, used to say, used to pray, used to dread, used to try, used to long, used to go	9	13.35x	VM VVI PPY (modal auxiliary + infinitive + 2nd person pronoun ‘you’)shall meet you, will surprise you, will see you	3	17.44x
PPIS1 VBM RR (1st person pronoun ‘I’ + ‘am’ + general adverb)I am always, I am just	4	13.52x	PPHS1 VMK TO (1st person pronoun ‘I’ + modal ‘ought/used’ + ‘to’)she used to, he used to	5	15.99x	JJ NNT1 RL (adjective + temporal noun + locative adverb)happy time together	2	30.61x
			PPY VV0 RP (2nd person pronoun ‘you’ + base form verb + particle)you go down, you get along, you fix up	3	12.00x	VM VVI TO (modal auxiliary + infinitive + ‘to’)would love to, would hate to	2	27.01x
						VV0 PPIS1 VM (base form verb + 1st person pronoun ‘I’ + modal auxiliary)hope I shall, think I would	2	18.36x
						TO VVI PPHO1 (‘to’ + infinitive + 3rd person pronoun ‘him/her’)to see her	2	18.36x
						VVI TO VVI (infinitive + ‘to’ + infinitive)love to see, hate to come	2	17.00x
						PPIS1 VV0 TO (1st person pronoun ‘I’ + base form verb + ‘to’)I hope to	2	13.11x
						PPIS1 VV0 PPIS1 (1st person pronoun ‘I’ + base form verb + 1st person pronoun ‘I’)I hope I, I think I	2	11.76x
						CC PPIS1 VV0 (coordinating conjunction + 1st person pronoun ‘I’ + base form verb)and I hope, and I meet	2	11.76x

Table 9.  Significant (p < 0.05) 1, 2 and 3 POS grams in the JLC

Looking at Tables 8 and 9, we start to see how some of the lexis discussed in previous sections fits into certain grammatical structures. In the topic ‘Recollection’ in the ALC, for example, the adverb often, is typically preceded by the first person pronoun I and followed by the base form verb think. Within this grammatical pattern the adverb always and the base form verb see (as in, ‘I always see’) are also significant. The POS patterns also reveal something about the pragmatic function of the letters. The pattern VD0 PPY VVI (‘do’ + second person pronoun ‘you’ + infinitive), for example, is significant in the topic ‘Recollection’ in the ALC, indicating that Annie is most likely to ask ‘do’ questions when talking about memories (‘do you remember the times long ago when you and me worked there’, ‘do you cut turf in the bog yet n is it all cut away the times we had long ago cutting the turf’ and ‘do you go to Mass Sundays & do you often go into town’). Thus, the act of remembering, for Annie at least, is a more intersubjective process. 


5. 	Discussion and conclusion

This study set out to explore topics and emotions in the personal letters of two sisters – Annie and Julia Lough – who emigrated from Ireland to America in the late nineteenth century. Our aim was to examine what the sisters wrote about and what this might reveal about the female migrant experience. More broadly, using the IIVT, we wanted to see if it was possible to identify local grammars - words, phrases and structures that are statistically more likely to occur in one topic over another. 
While the behaviour of Irish migrant women, such as the Lough sisters, may seem to indicate autonomy and independence – they migrated alone, played an important economic role within the notional family hierarchy, and sought to advance themselves socially – this, according to Diner, ‘did not mean that that they thought only of themselves’ (1983, p. xiv). Rather, their actions were largely motivated by ‘family loyalties’ and ‘a commitment to Irish Catholic culture and to its way of life’ (ibid.). Our study of the Lough letters certainly seems to support this. Both Annie’s and Julia’s letters centre around the theme of family and friends with large sections of their correspondence either providing information or asking questions about relatives and acquaintances. However, arguably, it is through the topics ‘Homesickness and separation’, ‘Recollection’ and ‘Reunion’ that the sisters are able to express an ongoing connection with, and commitment to, their family in Ireland. Through the discourse of homesickness, shared memories and the hope of a real or imagined reunion, the Lough sisters were able to ‘play out’ and fulfill their familial roles – as daughters, sisters and aunts – loyal to their families and to their home in Ireland. 
In terms of identifying local grammars, although we were examining very small datasets, some patterns did start to emerge. Material verbs such as CROSS, GO and COME were used to construe physical distance in the context of describing feelings of homesickness, while the mental verbs SEEM, LOOK, SEE and WISH often realised the psychological aspects of separation. The language of ‘Recollection’ was similar in both the ALC and JLC. The verbs REMEMBER, FORGET and USED TO were, perhaps unsurprisingly, particularly significant, but so too were the verbs DREAM and TRY: dreams (or lack of dreams) would trigger memories for Annie, while Julia was more preoccupied with trying to remember, or trying not to forget. Finally with regards to the topic ‘Reunion’, the verbs HOPE, SEE, COME and MEET were statistically significant in both letter collections, as were the adverbs together and yet and the adjective happy. In the ALC references to God and heaven were also significant.
 XE "corpora:work with small corpora" Finally, it worth reiterating what the role is of the IIVT and statistics more generally. When working with small corpora such as the ALC and JLC, which are even smaller given that we are really dealing with the topic subcorpora, the IIVT can only serve to make suggestions. In other words, the statistics do not tell us what is interesting, but rather they suggest places to look for things that might be interesting.​[14]​ 
In the context of these corpora, despite an extended period of close reading of the letters, the notion of ‘trying’ to remember or not forget was a new one brought out by the use of IIVT. On the other hand, the importance of DREAM, suggestive via close reading, is supported by the IIVT analysis. Another area in which the IIVT is particularly useful is the examination of the question of whether different topics are more likely to contain certain semantic functions, as discussed above, especially as manifested in the POS 3-grams.
Through repeating the process we have described here, using letters by authors from a range of socio-historical, economic and cultural backgrounds, a more comprehensive lexicogrammar of the key topics may begin to emerge, providing a fuller picture of the language and functions of migrant correspondence. Equally too, this further research may show that the linguistic features and themes that have been identified here need to be expanded or refined as other, more typical ones emerge. 
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^1	  Among the Irish relatives the spelling later became Locke’ – very close to the Irish pronunciation of the name – and was written Lowe on some official documents.
^2	  Professor Kerby Miller, Emeritus Professor, University of Missouri: https://history.missouri.edu/people/miller. 
^3	  I am We are indebted to personal communications with Kerby Miller for the information that follows. See too Miller (2008: 316) and Nolan (1989).
^4	  This quotation is taken from Miller’s notes in the Lough file.
^5	  For the analysis we used the online version of the UCREL Semantic Analysis System (USAS),  XE "corpora: UCREL Semantic Analysis System" available at http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/usas/tagger.html [accessed 22 March 2017].
^6	  Note that this is a ‘token count’ which means that punctuation mark are counted as separate items. For example, the sentence I hope you will write. would be six tokens (five words plus a punctuation mark).
^7	  Monroe et al. (2010) argue for a slightly different approach which takes into account an assumption about what the general characteristics of the language type is. However, for the Lough letters, it is not at all clear what general characteristics we should assume, given the lack of any comparable corpus. For this reason, we prefer to use the simpler Log Likelihood method. 
^8	  http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/llwizard.html [Accessed 23 February 2017].
^9	  Rayson’s WMatrix tool also provides the Log Likelihood measure, but apparently only for a smaller corpus compared to a larger corpus. See: http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/wmatrix/ [Accessed 23 February 2017]. Word Hoard (http://wordhoard.northwestern.edu/ userman/index.html [Accessed 23 February 2017]) is another tool that allows Log Likelihood comparison of two collections.
^10	  Available at http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/usas/tagger.html [Accessed 22 March 2017].
^11	  We did not attempt to adjust the semantic tag counts to take into consideration multiword expressions.
^12	  Here and below, we only include items that occur significantly more often in the given topic, not those that occur less often, which could be interesting in their own right.
^13	  As previously, we only include items that occur significantly more often in the given topic, not those that occur less often.
^14	  This point was already made even for larger corpora by Rayson & Garside (2000) in their original paper on the Log Likelihood measure.
